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BeX® WMS with mobile warehouse management and barcode scanning

With BeX® WMS mobile warehouse management you can, as a customer and BeX® user manage your warehouse on-the-go with an iPad and barcode
scanner. This means that you will avoid the traditional method of transferring to a handheld computer or write it down manually on paper, which in turn is
simpler, more easily managed and more environmentally friendly. With BeX® WMS mobile warehouse management you can create and manage stock
taking, manage purchase order receival, and work with picking and packing lists directly on an iPad with a connection to a barcode scanner. With the use a of
a handy little scanner you can easily scan barcodes on the product or a from a shelf which will directly appear on your iPad, or computer or even your mobile
phone. Through a few simple steps the scanner is connected via Bluetooth. When the scanner is connected, you can immediately start working. BeX® WMS
mobile warehouse management is an integrated part of the ERP system BeX® Online which is a true cloud-based SaS-solution. This means that you don’t
need to install any software and that everything is manage through your internet browser that you log onto and can start working. All processing towards
warehouses and order management is done in real time. All other information in the system, such as customers, articles, inventory etc. is of course also
available directly with an iPad.

BeX® WMS can be complemented with the use of a robot warehouse management system for further ease of inventory management. There are existing
integrations to, for example, Autostore and Weland. BeX® API also provides the possibility of all kinds of external solutions and products for picking, logistics
and message systems etc.

Portal for mobile inventory management in Bex WMS
Stocktaking with barcode scanner provides direct control of valid barcodes and the ability to manually edit.
Purchase order receival with a barcode scanner. Control and completion of purchase order as well as scanning of shelf space
is done simultaneously.
Simple and quick management of picking and packing through management of picking batches with item-pictures directly in the
iPad. Validation with barcodes can be done at both picking and packing.
Easy connection via Bluetooth directly from scanner to your mobile device.
A paper free more environmentally friendly alterative for warehouse management.
Scanner with iPad is cheaper, simpler and safer than older handheld computers.
All processes are done in real time and updates to connected sales channels, both physical stores and e-trading platforms.
The mobile warehouse management is an integrated part of the ERP system BeX® Online. All processes happen in real time.

BeX® Online is a modern web based ERP system with finance, sales, inventory and purchasing. BeX® B2B offers an integrated e-trading platform for
corporate customers and external sellers, agents and distributors etc. BeX® Retail POS is a complete point of sales system that can be installed in an
unlimited number of stores and connected to BeX® Online.
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